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Abstract
A major challenge in studying player experience is tying
together the results of quantitative and qualitative
games user research (GUR) data. For example,
combining data from players’ physiological measures
with questionnaire or interview results and in-game
movement data into a single report is not
straightforward because the underlying data is often in
different formats. Visualization techniques can facilitate
the understanding of relationships among these data
sets. Although various visualization techniques have
already been introduced in GUR, most of these
techniques only focus on displaying large amounts of
data captured directly via telemetry without integrating
qualitative or contextual data on players’ emotional
experience. Hence, here we propose a novel
visualization approach to triangulate the above
mentioned mixed data sources.
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Introduction
Conducting playtest sessions to evaluate and improve
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video game design has become an important part of
the game development process. However, research on
the effectiveness of alternative methods used during
playtests, and how to optimally blend and report (or
visualize) these user testing methodologies is currently
limited [7, 8]. In this work-in-progress (WiP) article, we
extend this line of research [6, 11] by proposing a new
visualization approach that combines qualitative
(observation and interviews) and quantitative
(physiological and telemetry data) data sets for the
purpose of player experience and behavior analysis.
This research domain is an important concern for game
developers because they need to know which data sets
(and visualizations) provide meaningful information to
improve their game, according to their development
goals and the development stage of their game [5].

Figure 1. Screenshot of Infinite
Mario game.

To experiment with the effectiveness of how different
Games User Research (GUR) methods and
visualizations work together, we have adapted Infinite
Mario1 (cf. Figure 1), a popular public domain version of
the 2D platform game Super Mario Bros. for our first
case study.
As a first step we have conducted playtest sessions
with six participants playing our game levels (i.e., inhouse testing). For each playtest session, we gathered
observational data alongside players’ verbal comments
and physiological measures while simultaneously
recording telemetry data from the game. This study
design allowed us to capture rich qualitative data in
addition to quantitative data.
The overall aim of this project is to better understand
and compare the value of user reports that include
1

Persson, M. Infinite Mario.
http://www.mojang.com/notch/mario/

findings of qualitative and quantitative GUR methods,
and how they can be used to improve specific level
design issues in a game. In the first case study
(reported here and the focus of this WiP) we are
experimenting with different visualizations with the goal
to triangulate multiple data sources, specifically: (i)
movement data, (ii) players’ verbal comments from
interviews, and (iii) physiological data. In particular, we
combine physiological with spatial and temporal
markers provided by the game (e.g., mapping
physiological measurements to a player’s path to
provide us with a better understanding of the
measurements in relation to the in-game environment).
This project can be seen as a continuation of our
previous work on conventional user testing and
biometrics [6, 9] and gameplay visualization of
telemetry data [11, 12].

Related Work
Visualizations could help developers to better explore
and analyze large gameplay data sets in order to better
understand player behavior. Graphical representations
often make complex gameplay data more
understandable. However, most of the visualizations
focus on displaying player behavior but do not address
qualitative information on player experience, attitude,
emotional experience, or motivation, with some
exceptions being, for example, the work of Kim et al.
[3] and Mirza-Babaei et al. [6]. The latter, for instance,
shows relationships between a player’s physiological
changes and game events.
With respect to the analysis of movement data in
particular, different path visualizations have been
proposed so far. Commonly, the traces of different
players are plotted individually and visual properties
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are used to depict a certain attribute. For example,
Hoobler et al. [2] varied the thickness of the paths to
depict the elapsed time. Similarly, Dixit and Youngblood
[1] used color cycling to represent the flow of time.
Wallner and Kriglstein [11] also used color-coding to
reflect changes of various tracked attributes and
coupled the continuous path representation with a
node-link visualization to represent discrete events. A
more in-depth review of path visualization can be found
in [12]. However, to our best knowledge, none of the
previous approaches has linked quantitative in-game
movement data with biometric and interview data.

psychophysiological research investigating phasic
responses within a 7-second window after video game
stimulus onset [10].

Data Acquisition and Visualization
For our visualization data case study, movement data
was obtained at regular time intervals using telemetry
methods and stored in text files. Players verbal
comments were obtained by video, capturing the player
during play sessions and interviews. Players’ comments
were then transcribed from the video, time stamped
and exported to a plain text file. Physiological data is
captured in the form of galvanic skin response (GSR) to
measure the player’s arousal state [4]. Since arousal
levels differ from person to person, absolute GSR
values are not comparable among players and are
therefore converted to relative values by normalizing
them to the range [0..1] using the conversion below (a
standard GSR normalization formula):

GSRtnormalized =

GSRt − GSRtmin
±3.5
min
GSRtmax
−
GSR
±3.5
t ±3.5

!"#
!"#
!"#!±!.!
and !"#!±!.!
are the minimum and maximum

GSR value in a ±3.5 second time window centered
around the data point at time t. We chose to segment
the data into these 7 second windows based on prior

Figure 2. An overview of the different elements of the
visualization. The color of the paths reflects the recorded GSR
values. The text bubbles show player comments.

To synchronize the different data sources (movement
data, GSR data and video transcriptions), a reference
time is necessary. This can be real world time for
example or – as in our case – an in-game timer, which
is displayed on the game screen.
With respect to visualization (see Figure 2), movement
data of each player obtained via telemetry is
represented as connected straight line segments. These
paths are colored according the player’s GSR values.
For this purpose, the normalized GSR values are
linearly mapped to a color gradient from yellow (≙  0) to
red (≙  1). This way, the overall hue of the paths in
different parts of the game environment provides an
impression of the overall arousal level. Comments from
the video transcriptions are visualized as text bubbles.
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To differentiate between comments from different
players, each player’s text bubbles are assigned a
unique color automatically. Text bubbles can also be
closed if they are not of current interest in order to
reduce occlusion. Figure 2 shows the different
elements of the visualization.

located on the server hosting the game. Using this
timer the GSR data and video data could be
synchronized with the recorded in-game metrics. The
modified game was hosted on our webserver.

Case Study
For our case study we decided on the game Infinite
Mario, a popular public domain version of the 2D
platform game Super Mario Bros. written in Java and
which can be run in a web browser. The player has to
navigate Mario – the game’s protagonist – through
horizontally scrolling levels, populated with different
types of enemies and environmental obstacles, like
gaps. Power-ups, which can be uncovered by bumping
blocks, make Mario grow in size (turning Mario into
Super Mario) or allow him to throw fireballs. We have
decided on Infinite Mario, since (i) its source code is
publicly available, (ii) Super Mario Bros. is well known
and has easy to understand game mechanics, and (iii)
time commitment from the participants could be kept
low since a level can be played in a short amount of
time.
For the purpose of this study we designed seven levels
with varying difficulty. To record quantitative telemetry
data we instrumented the source code of the game to
track various in-game variables. This included recording
the position of Mario at regular time intervals and
different events like death locations and collected coins.
In addition, we added a timer, which displayed the
current game time (in seconds) on the top-left corner
of the game screen. Each processed event was timestamped using this timer and written into a log-file

Figure 3. Screenshot of a recorded gameplay video.

The Participants and the Playroom
For the user test session, we recruited six PC gamers
who played video games on a regular basis and were
interested in platform games. They were recruited
using a professional recruiter and received £30 for their
participation in this study. A professional GUR
experimenter with academic and industry experience of
running user test sessions conducted the test sessions.
Participants played the game on a PC (Windows 7)
connected to a 24” display. Video cameras captured the
player, physiological recording software recorded GSR
signals (using a NeXuS-10 MKII device), and real-time
footage from the screen and simultaneous frame
counter from the game was digitally synchronized in a
single screen for live viewing (in an isolated observation
room) and recorded for later analysis (Figure 3). GSR
data for each player was then normalized according to
the equation given above.
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Figure 4. Visualization of Level 2. Comments made by players during gameplay are shown as text bubbles. Comments made by different players are colored differently.

Figure 5. Excerpt from Level 7. The overall hue of the paths conveys areas with high (mostly reddish paths, B and C) and low (mostly yellowish paths, A) player arousal.

Gameplay Data Visualizations

Figure 6. Text bubbles provide
context and explanations for player
behavior which cannot be inferred
from the path alone. Path colored
according to the player’s color.

In this section, we show some visualization examples
for the GUR data we collected and demonstrate possible
interpretations. As a first example, Figure 4 shows the
visualization of a whole level. All text bubbles are open
and paths are color-coded according to the recorded
GSR values. Figure 5 shows an excerpt from Level 7.
The overall hue of the paths gives an impression of the
arousal of the players at certain parts of the level. For
example, in area A the paths are mostly yellowish
which indicates low arousal. This is a safe area as there
are no enemies or gaps which lead to immediate death
in case a jump goes wrong. In contrast, the paths in
area B are mostly red which signifies high arousal,
presumably because players had to cross two gaps and
at the same time taking care of the enemy located on
the platform in-between. Similarly, the huge gap in
area C which needs to be crossed with a long jump also
caused players to get more aroused. However, judging
from the player trails, the jump itself seems to be quite
easy as none of the players fell to death at that point.

In this sense the visualization can, for example, help
level designers to tweak the pacing (e.g., to alternate
high intensity jump areas with periods of recovery).
Figure 6 shows the path of a single player who
exhibited some strange jumping at the entrance of a
tunnel. From the telemetry data alone it is hard to
understand why the player engaged in this behavior. In
such cases the text bubbles provide context why a
player is doing something. In this particular instance,
the player wanted to perform a wall-jump to get back
out of the hole again but could not manage it, as he
explained during post-gameplay interview.

Discussion and Future work
Various user research methods have been applied to
capture interactions and behavior from players across
the gameplay experience. Player behavior is often
studied based on subjective reporting and observational
approaches, and may not focus on parts of higher
emotional interest. One challenge is to uncover how
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they felt (their experience) and why they performed
some actions. The application of physiological
measurements has shown potential to provide
continuous monitoring of a player’s affective state
without interrupting the player. However, it remains a
challenge to combine these measures with other user
research data sources and identify the elements to
change, so that this can enhance design decisions in
game development cycles.
In this WiP we proposed our first iteration toward tying
together quantitative physiological measurements,
avatar movement data and players’ comments. Building
on this step, there are many potential directions for
future research, including:
•
•
•
•

Evaluating the value of the proposed visualization
with target users (i.e., game developers)
Integration of video coding to annotate player
actions or in-game behavior
Assessing how well the visualization scales to
larger sample sizes
Extension to and use of other video game genres

As our next step, we are therefore experimenting with
a larger sample size and are involving professional
game developers, to provide their thoughts on the
quality and effectiveness of these visualizations.
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